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EMX 300 at Imola (Italy)

The world famous Auto-
dromo Enzo & Dino Fer-
rari circuit in Imola
hosted the Championship
deciding races of EMX300
presented by FMF Racing
where Verde Substance
KTM’s Brad Anderson re-
newed his title and be-
came the newest FIM
Europe Champion.

Imola is known for its
road racing circuit but its
history in motocross goes
back 70 years when the
first Motocross International races were held on its grounds. This weekend a massive
amount of soil was moved to create an epic motocross track where the returning sound
of two strokes echoed of the hillsides.
GL12 Racing’s Mike Kras was 27 points behind Brad Anderson from Verde Substance KTM
coming into the weekend. Saturday hosted the first race of the two were we saw Kras
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take the lead as Anderson struggled and dropped from 4th to 7th before finally reboun-
ding to finish 5th.
Third in the championship was A1M Husqvarna’s Andero Lusbo and he was also up in
third early in the race but then had a bike issue and was unable to finish. Running 4th
in the points was Vaclav Kovar but he too had issues when the chain derailed off his
Gas Gas. The result of the pair going out of the race along with a strong second place
ride moved Erik Willems from 5th to 3rd in the championship.
Kras ended up taking the first race win with Willems 2nd and Team Maddi Racing Hu-
sqvarna’s Mattia Guadagnini 3rd. The championship lead of Anderson dropped to 18
from 27 coming into today’s Race 2.

Today the 300cc 2-strokes were the second group on the prepped track and off the start
Kras took the Holeshot and lead with Kovar back in second chased by Willems and Lusbo
while Anderson was 7th. On the opening laps Lusbo made an aggressive but clean move
to take third from Willems just as the pair came out of the final turn.
Meanwhile Kras led Kovar by just over a second as Anderson dropped back to 9th in a
fight to keep the points lead. Willems and Lusbo were back at it not long after the first
pass in a fight not only for third in the race but also the championship. Willems made
his way back by Lusbo just in front of Pit Lane but the pair swapped positions countless

FIM Europe President Dr Wolfgang Srb with the EMX 300 Champion Brad Anderson and
Youthstream Vice President David Luongo
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more times before Lusbo
finally broke free and
started to pull away
from the Belgian.

As Lusbo worked to
catch Kovar it was Wil-
lems who was coming
under pressure from
Guadagnini for 4th. No
passes were made howe-
ver and Kras took the
race win and overall
with the maximum possi-
ble 50 points. Kovar took
2nd while Lusbo was 3rd,
Willems 4th, and Guada-
gnini 5th. The celebra-
tions were all Anderson’s however as cross the finish in 9th for 6th overall but successfully
defended his EMX300 presented by FMF Racing title.

Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/641

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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